Experimental robot solutions

Dinobot solutions

For the manual solutions, push the buttons on
the controller in the speciﬁed order depicted by
the arrows. When two buttons have the same
number, you should push these buttons
simultaneously.

For the manual solution, push the buttons on the
controller in the speciﬁed order depicted by the
arrows. When two buttons have the same
number, you should push these buttons
simultaneously.
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Exercise 1. Push the buttons on the ERP device (input) and
write brieﬂy the outcome you observe on the model (output).
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Motor 1

motor switch
in position II

left fan turns anticlockwise

Motor 2

motor switch
in position II

right fan turn anticlockwise

Motor 3

red LED light on
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right fan turn clockwise
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amber LED light on

LED 2

green LED light on

Buzzer

buzzer sound

Exercise 2. Press “Program” (the red ﬂashing light
indicates that the program is being recorded) and then
the necessary buttons in order to create the following
sequence:
Ÿ left fan rotates clockwise;
Ÿ both fans rotate at the same time in any direction;
Ÿ red LED on;
Ÿ orange and green LEDs on at the same time.
Once you ﬁnish, press the “Program” button again to
save the program and then press the “Play” button to
check if the command sequence is correct. If you press
and hold the play button for longer time the program will go
into loop (endless repeat).
Exercise 3. Note that the ERP does not record the elapsed time
between the button pushes and it just plays all the
recordings without delay. Record again, but this time
add delay between each command of exercise 2 by
pushing the “Idle Time” button. Check the results on
your model.
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Exercise 4. Record the following sequence in order to simulate
traﬃc lights control. Don’t forget to use appropriate times:
Ÿ red light on (cars stop);
Ÿ red and amber light on simultaneously (cars ready to go);
Ÿ green light on (cars go);
Ÿ amber light on (cars ready to stop);
Ÿ red light on (cars stop).

Exercise 1. Using the dinobot model record the following
sequence:
Ÿ both green LEDs on at the same time (eyes open);
Ÿ motor 2 rotates clockwise (mouth opens);
Ÿ motor 2 rotates anti-clockwise (mouth closes);
Ÿ motor 1 rotates clockwise (small legs move);
Ÿ buzzer on (dinobot roars).
Upload your program on the computer (see steps 2 and 3).

Exercise 2. Drag and drop
the peripherals (motors,
LEDs and sensors) into the
ports of the ERP simulator,
according to the dinobot
model. Make sure that you
set them up correctly as this
aﬀects the program and the
way your robot will behave.
Design them here as well.

Exercise 3. In the ﬂow diagram, delete the ﬁrst motor icon
(drag and drop in the bin)
and add an “Idle” icon
(from the left). Tick the boxes below to indicate which variables
can be changed for each action block.
Can you
modify...?

port

time

state

direction

delay

after/
with
prev.

speed

Motor
LED

For the solution of exercise 4, click on the link
below. This will open the solution program in the
ERP PRO software. Connect the dinobot
model with the PC through USB, click on the USB
button and send the program to the controller.
Push play to test it.

Dinobot - ex. 4 solution program

Buzzer
Idle

Exercise 4. On the ﬂow diagram make the following changes:
the eyes light up at the same time and blink 2 times;
Ÿ the mouth opens and closes (use only one block);
Ÿ there is sound at the same time that the mouth moves;
Ÿ there is delay for 2 seconds and then the small legs move;
Ÿ the program should repeat for 2 times, not forever.
Tip: for this, right-click on the “start” block to choose
the number of repeats, also called loops.

Ÿ

Forklift robot solutions

Jeep car robot solutions

For the manual solution, tap the buttons on the
EnginoRobot BT app in the speciﬁed order
depicted by the arrows. When two buttons have
the same number, you should tap these buttons
simultaneously. Place the load in some distance
in front of the teeth and tap the buttons in the
appropriate times.

For the solutions of the exercises, click on the
links below. This will open the solution program
in the ERP PRO software. Connect the jeep car
model with the PC through USB, click on the USB
button and send the program to the controller.
Push play to test it.
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Exercise 1. On your smart device record the following
sequence:
Ÿ the forklift robot moves forward;
Ÿ the teeth lift the load;
Ÿ the forklift moves backwards;
Ÿ the teeth lower the load.
Tips: to move forward and backwards you should
tap on two motor buttons at the same time. Test
which is the correct direction for each one.

Jeep car - ex. 1 solution program

Exercise 2. Use your mouse and keyboard in order to make
necessary changes on diﬀerent variables inside the TextEditor
(speed, duration, direction of motion and delay), so that the
forklift model executes its work more accurately. Circle the
changes you have made on the picture below.

Exercise 3. Do the
wheels rotate in
the same direction
when each of the
4 arrows are
pressed? Write
YES or NO in the
boxes.

Jeep car - ex. 2 solution program

Forklift - ex. 5 solution program

Exercise 2. Place an obstacle in front of the jeep car robot.
Make the necessary changes on the program of exercise
1 above so that:
Ÿ the jeep moves forward for 3 seconds and the front LED lights
are both on at the same time until it gets close to the obstacle;
Ÿ the jeep moves backwards for 1 second with all lights on;
Ÿ the jeep turns 90 degrees to the right with front LED lights on.
Tip: in order for the jeep to turn, you can either set the wheels
to turn in reverse or stop one wheel from moving altogether.
Also, conduct several tests to adjust the appropriate time
needed to turn.
Exercise 3. Drag and drop the IF statement block in the
ﬂow diagram. Right-click on it and write below which
variables can be modiﬁed (ignore “advanced” tab).

NO

YES

You can modify the Type (Touch or two types of IR), Port (1-4), State
.......................................................................................................
(TRUE or FALSE), With/After previous and logic gates (OR, AND).
.......................................................................................................

YES

NO

Jeep car - ex. 4 solution program
For the solution of exercise 5, click on the link
below. This will open the solution program in the
ERP PRO software. Connect the forklift robot
model with the PC through USB, click on the USB
button and send the program to the controller.
Push play to test it.

Exercise 1. On the computer, place the correct icons on the
ERP simulator according to the jeep car robot model. Drag and
drop the necessary blocks inside the ﬂow diagram in order to
create the following program:
Ÿ the jeep moves forward for 3 seconds and the front LED lights
are both on at the same time.
Tip: use a “function” block to save the subprogram “move
forward”. Use the after/with previous command accordingly
and set the program to activate only once.

Exercise 4. How the model turns (refer to the wheels’ direction)?
When
the wheels rotate in opposite direction, the model turns left
..........................................................................................................
or right depending whether the right or left wheel respectively
..........................................................................................................
moves the model forward.
..........................................................................................................
Exercise 5. With the help of the GamePad and the Simulator
record the following sequence:
Ÿ the forklift robot moves forward and then turns to the right;
Ÿ the forklift robot moves forward until it ﬁnds the load;
Ÿ the teeth lift the load;
Ÿ the forklift robot turns to the left;
Ÿ the teeth lower the load.

Jeep car - ex. 5 solution program

Exercise 4. Use blocks inside the IF statement so that:
Ÿ the jeep moves forward continuously and the front LED lights
are both on at the same time;
Ÿ if the touch sensor is pushed, then the jeep should go
backwards for 1 second with all lights on and turn 90 degrees
to the right with front LED lights on.
Tip: place the blocks that you used in exercise 2 inside the If
statement and change the program so that it repeats forever.
Exercise 5. Drop the blocks inside the IF/ELSE statement so:
Ÿ the jeep moves forward continuously and the front LED lights
are both on at the same time;
Ÿ if the touch sensor is pushed, then it should go backwards for 1
second with all lights on and turn 90 degrees to the right with
front lights on. Else an interrupted beep should sound.

Humanoid robot solutions

Grabber robot solutions

For the solutions of the exercises, click on the
links below. This will open the solution program
in the ERP PRO software. Connect the
humanoid robot model with the PC through USB,
click on the USB button and send the program to
the controller. Push play to test it.

For the solutions of the exercises, click on the
links below. This will open the solution program
in the ERP PRO software. Connect the grabber
robot model with the PC through USB, click on
the USB button and send the program to the
controller. Push play to test it.

Humanoid - ex. 1 solution program

Exercise 1. On the computer, place the correct icons on the
ERP simulator according to the humanoid robot model. Drag
and drop the necessary blocks inside the ﬂow diagram in order
to create the following program:
Ÿ while the IR sensor in port 2 detects black colour, the motor in
port B should move the humanoid forward and both lights
should be on;
Ÿ while the IR sensor in port 4 detects black colour, the motor in
port A should move the humanoid forward and both lights
should be on.

Grabber - ex. 1 solution program

Tip: change the variable of the “start” block from “forever” to “1”
and use the “repeat” block to create the program.

Once you place the appropriate blocks, you will need to
conﬁgure the infrared sensors, so that they follow black
line. For this, consult the user manual under the section
“Sensors / Infrared sensor conﬁguration” in pages 25-26.
With this program
the humanoid will
follow a black line.
In order to test
your program,
place your robot
on the black
ellipse you
created and see if
it goes around
with its lights on.

Humanoid - ex. 2 solution program

Exercise 2. Drag and drop the necessary blocks inside the ﬂow
diagram in order to create the following program:
Ÿ humanoid moves forward;
Ÿ if it detects a white object with either sensor or both, the robot
should stop and warn with beeping sound and lights on;
Ÿ after 5 seconds the humanoid should turn 90 degrees to the
right in order to detect the next object.
Tips: the angle is always the
same, so only one program is
needed for turning. To set
both or either sensor to
detect objects you must
choose the appropriate logic
gate (AND or OR). You should
also conﬁgure the sensors
again so they will activate on
object detection this time.

Exercise 1. On the computer, place the correct icons on the
ERP simulator according to the grabber robot model. Drag and
drop the necessary blocks inside the ﬂow diagram in order to
create the following program:
Ÿ the grabber should move forward for 2 seconds precisely. This
should be repeated 5 times.
Ÿ when the loop ﬁnishes the buzzer should sound for 2 seconds.

Grabber - ex. 2 solution program

Exercise 2. Create the following program (the grip of the
grabber should be open at the beginning):
Ÿ the grabber should move forward continuously until the touch
sensor is pressed.
Ÿ when the touch sensor is pressed, the grabber should stop and
the grip should close with beeping sound.
Tip: change the variable of the “start” block from “forever” to “1”
and use the “repeat until” block.

Grabber - ex. 3 solution program

Exercise 3. Create the following program (the grip of the
grabber should be open at the beginning):
Ÿ while the IR sensor in port 2 detects white colour, the motor in
port A should move the grabber forward;
Ÿ while the IR sensor in port 4 detects white colour, the motor in
port C should move the grabber forward;
Ÿ if the touch sensor is pressed, the grip should close and grab
the bottle. Then the grabber should turn around for a speciﬁc
amount of time until it ﬁnds the black line;
Ÿ the program will be considered successful if the model reaches
the other black line.
With this program
the grabber will
follow the line by
avoiding the black
colour, pick up the
bottle and go
back. Place your
model on the
paper and see If it
works.

Pedestrian crossing solutions

Automated house solutions

For the solutions of the exercises, click on the
links below. This will open the solution program
in the ERP PRO software. Connect the
pedestrian crossing model with the PC through
USB, click on the USB button and send the
program to the controller. Push play to test it.

For the solutions of the exercises, click on the
links below. This will open the solution program
in the ERP PRO software. Connect the
automated house model with the PC through
USB, click on the USB button and send the
program to the controller. Push play to test it.

Pedestrian crossing - ex. 1 solution
program

Exercise 1. On the computer, place the correct icons on the
ERP simulator according to the pedestrian crossing model. Drag
and drop the necessary blocks inside the ﬂow diagram in order
to create the following program that simulates main traﬃc
lights control for the car (don’t forget to use appropriate times):
Ÿ green light on (cars free to go);
Ÿ amber light on (cars ready to stop);
Ÿ red light on (cars stop);
Ÿ red and amber lights on at the same time (cars ready to go);

Automated house - ex. 1 solution
program

On the computer, place the correct icons on the ERP simulator
according to the automated house model. Drag and drop the
necessary blocks inside the ﬂow diagram in order to create the
following program:
Ÿ if the touch sensor is pressed, the motor should open the door.

Tip: if you put the program into loop, there is no need to add
green light as a ﬁnal step, as it already exists in the beginning.

Pedestrian crossing - ex. 2 solution
program

Pedestrian crossing - ex. 3 solution
program

Exercise 2. Make the appropriate changes on the program of
exercise 1 in order to add the pedestrian crossing lights. These
will work in parallel with the main traﬃc lights so that:
Ÿ when is green light for cars, it should be red for pedestrians;
Ÿ when it changes to amber light for cars (ready to stop), it should
still be red light for pedestrians;
Ÿ when it changes to red light for cars (stop), it should be green
for pedestrians (go);
Ÿ when is red and amber lights for cars simultaneously (ready to
go), light should change to red for pedestrians.

Exercise 3. Make the appropriate changes on the program of
exercise 2 in such a way that:
Ÿ the lights interchange between the pedestrian crossing lights
and the main traﬃc lights should occur only if the pedestrian
pushes the button.
Tips: read the safety requirements below and adjust your
program accordingly. Remember that before the interchange,
lights should still work!
SAFETY REQUIREMENTS:
Is the amber light’s time adequate enough to warn car
drivers to stop?
Do the lights interchange in the correct order, not
conﬂicting with each other? For example, green light for
cars and pedestrians should never occur simultaneously.

Exercise 1. It is a hot summer day! Engino-man is returning to
his house after a pleasant walk at the park. Tired as he is, he
wonders whether is it possible to install an automatic system
that would open the front door at the press of a button. Can
you help him?

Tip: note that the motor should work accurately so that the
door will not close back.

Automated house - ex. 2 solution
program

Exercise 2. Engino-man can now enter his house in automatic
way. But why stop there? He thinks that it will be nice if there
was a way for the house to “sense” his presence so that the
door would close back and some devices would start working
after. These can be the air-condition (simulated by the fan) to
cool his house and the LED light to brighten the room. Can you
be so kind to help him again?
Make the appropriate changes on the program of exercise 1 in
such a way that:
Ÿ if the IR sensor detects motion inside the house, then the door
should close back. After this, the fan should start working and
the LED light should be on.
With this program you save energy because the air-condition
works only if the door is closed, keeping the cool air inside the
house. You can make your program more energy eﬃcient if you
add minimum time for the fan to work. In real life, airconditions stop when a pre-set temperature is reached.

Exercise 3. Can you think of some other ways to make real
houses more energy eﬃcient using robotics?
Light sensors can sense sunlight to open or close window shutters.
..........................................................................................................
Motion detectors can see if people enter or exit rooms to turn on or
..........................................................................................................

Is the green light’s time adequate enough for pedestrians
to cross the road?

oﬀ the lights. Smart appliances (fridge, oven, tv, heater) can adjust
..........................................................................................................

Did you add buzzer sound to warn pedestrians when to go?

their energy consumption according to pre-set conditions.
..........................................................................................................

